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Hole mobilities at low and room temperature (RT) have been studied for a strained sGe/SiGe heterostructure
using standard Van der Pauw resistivity and Hall effect measurements. The range of magnetic field and temper-
atures used were −14 T b B b +14 T and 1.5 K b T b 300 K respectively. Using maximum entropy-mobility
spectrum analysis (ME-MSA) and Bryan's algorithm mobility spectrum (BAMS) analysis, a RT two dimensional
hole gas drift mobility of (3.9 ± 0.4) × 103 cm2/V s was determined for a sheet density (ps) 9.8 × 1010 cm−2

(by ME-MSA) and (3.9 ± 0.2) × 103 cm2/V s for a sheet density (ps) 5.9 × 1010 cm−2 (by BAMS).
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).
1. Introduction

The transport properties of the two dimensional hole gas in a
strained Ge (sGe) quantumwell (QW) have been the focus of intensive
research for many years because of its potential for device applications.
Both low temperature (LT) [1–5] and room temperature (RT) [6–15]
measurements have been studied in order to obtain a better under-
standing of the fundamental physics behind these transport properties.
It is found that to obtain an improved electrical performance for sGe, a
high purity Ge QW needs to be grown on a Ge-rich buffer layer with a
low defect density. Hole mobilities at RT of up to 3000 cm2/V s [6–13]
have been reported for structures grown via low-energy plasma-
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (LEPE-CVD) [12,14] and solid
source molecular beam epitaxy (SS-MBE) [9,13]. However, growth by
reduced pressure chemical vapor deposition (RP-CVD) utilizing a low
growth temperature methodology has enabled a pure sGe QW (Si
concentration less than 0.01 at.%) with monolayer precision [16] to be
v).

. This is an open access article under
grown, leading to the highest reported hole mobility to date for sGe at
10 K (1.1 × 106 cm2/V s at a sheet density of 3 × 1011 cm−2) [1]. In
this work we present further analysis and results using mobility spec-
trum analysis to extract the RT mobility for this sample. Historically,
thefirst mobility spectrum analysis for a “pure germanium” [17] sample
revealed a holemobility of 1665 cm2/V s. However, the sGeQWcompo-
sition for these samples was subsequently determined to be ~95% Ge,
i.e. ~5% of Si was present in the QWwhich acts as an extra scattering cen-
ter [18]. Theory predicts that at RT the hole mobility for pure Ge could be
as high as 5000 cm2/V s [7], a value considered possible for the present
structure given it has the highest low temperature mobility reported in
the literature to date. However, the directly measured RT hole mobility
fromHall effect measurements is just 1347 cm2/V s, but this value repre-
sents themeanholemobility fromall parallel conducting layers, including
the buffer and dopant supply layer as well as the sGe channel.

TheRTholemobilitywas determinedusing two independentmobility
spectrum methods, maximum entropy-mobility spectrum analysis
(ME-MSA) [19] and Bryan's algorithm mobility spectrum (BAMS) [20]
technique. Both methods use the magnetoconductivity tensor as experi-
mentally obtained over the wide magnetic field range of −14 T bB b

+14 T, and a RT mobility of (3.9 ± 0.2) × 1000 cm2/V s (BAMS) and
(3.9 ± 0.4) × 1000 cm2/V s (ME-MSA) were determined.
the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).
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Fig. 1. Dark field (004) cross sectional transmission electron microscope image showing
the various layers (highlighted) of sample 11-289.

Fig. 2. B, Si and Ge uleSIMS depth profile for the sGe/SiGe heterostructure 11-289.

Fig. 3. Hall mobility and carrier sheet density of the Van der Pauw square (11-289-SQ1)
and the Hall bar (11-289-HB8B) samples, compared to ME-MSA and BAMS results.
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2. Results and discussion

2.1. Sample structure and measurement procedures

The normally-doped heterostructure used for this study is shown in
Fig. 1 and contains a 20 ± 1.0 nm sGe QWon top of a Si0.2Ge0.8 reverse-
graded buffer grown at 850 °C on a 100 mmdiameter Si (001) substrate
[21,22] using an ASM Epsilon 2000 RP-CVD reactor. A 13 nm boron
doping layer (observed by ultra low energy secondary ion mass spec-
trometry (uleSIMS)) was grown above the channel and is separated
by a 26 ± 1.0 nm Si0.2Ge0.8 spacer layer, while the structure was com-
pleted by a 44 ± 2.0 nm Si0.2Ge0.8 layer and a 2 ± 1.0 nm Si cap all
grown at 500 °C to avoid subsequent strain relaxation of the Ge channel
[23]. The in-plane strainwas determined to be 0.65%with respect to the
underlying Si0.2Ge0.8 buffer using X-ray diffraction [1,24], and was also
used to confirm that the channel thickness was 20 ± 1.0 nm. The
uleSIMS depth profile (Fig. 2) shows all the quantified layer concentra-
tions and thicknesses [25].
Fig. 4. Mobility comparison for different growth methods at (a) room temperature, and
(b) low temperature, reported in literature.
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2.2. Measurement analysis and ME-MSA method

Magnetotransport measurements were performed on a 4 × 4 mm
square Van der Pauw sample (11-289-SQ1). Al contacts positioned at
the sample corners were thermally evaporated prior to annealing at
425 °C for 20 minunder dryN2 in order to produce needle-like penetra-
tion to a depth of ~60–120 nm and form ohmic contacts. Themeasured
Hall mobility is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of temperature. A hole
mobility of 9.08 × 105 cm2/V s with a carrier sheet density of
ps = 2.79 × 1011 cm−2 was observed at 1.5 K, which is the highest LT
hole mobility to date for sGe measured using the Van der Pauw config-
uration. However, it is less than the values previously measured using
the Hall bar (HB) geometry for this sample (11-289-HB8B) [1]. This
difference may be a consequence of the two samples being from differ-
ent parts of the wafer which itself may not be completely homogenous,
or because they are measured using different device geometries.
Further studies are required to determine the source of this variation.
Fig. 5. (a) Magnetoconductivity σxx and σxy as function of magnetic field (B) for 11-289-
SQ1 and (b) mobility spectrum at 300 K using the ME-MSA approach for 11-289-SQ1.
The measured RT Hall mobility of our sample (Fig. 3) was
1347 cm2/V s while the combined layer sheet density i.e. at RT all
conducting layers contribute to themobility and carrier density, wasp�s ¼
1

eRH
¼ 1:27� 1013cm−2, where RH is the measured Hall coefficient and e

the electron charge.
Fig. 4a illustrates a comparison of the mobility at RT while Fig. 4b

shows the comparison of the Hall mobility at low temperature (4 K–
20 K) for various sGe QWs grown by SS-MBE, LEPE-CVD and RP-CVD,
as well as the highest electron mobility recorded for a strained silicon
heterostructure [26].

UsingME-MSA [19] we extracted the sGe channel drift mobility and
sheet density from 50 K up to RT (Fig. 5). The calculated mobilities and
sheet densities are also shown in Fig. 3 alongside the Hall effect data,
and are found to be extremely comparable. At RT a ME-MSA mobility
of (3.9 ± 0.4) × 1000 cm2/V s (ps = 9.8 × 1010 cm−2) was deter-
mined and is the highest RT drift mobility published to date (Fig. 4).
However, given the correspondingly low sheet density, the channel rep-
resents only 2–4% of the overall sample conductivity if all parallel layers
are considered. Moreover, this RT channel carrier density is lower than
Fig. 6. (a)Magnetoresistance ρxx andHall resistance ρxy as function ofmagneticfield (B) for
11-289-SQ1 and (b) mobility spectrum simulation at 300 K using BAMS for 11-289-SQ1.
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Table 1
Mobility and sheet density results extracted using ME-MSA and BAMS.

Temperature
(K)

ps
(×1011 cm−2)
BAMS

ps
(×1011 cm−2)
ME-MSA

μ (cm2/V s)
BAMS

μ (cm2/V s)
ME-MSA

50 3.15 2.93 (4.5 ± 1.5) × 105 (2. 3 ± 0.5) × 105

100 3.05 2.88 (2.8 ± 0.4) × 104 (3.0 ± 0.4) × 104

150 1.96 2.38 (1.1 ± 0.1) × 104 (1.1 ± 0.3) × 104

200 1.47 1.71 (6.7 ± 0.4) × 103 (6.3 ± 1.3) × 103

300 0.59 0.98 (3.9 ± 0.2) × 103 (3.9 ± 0.4) × 103
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the measured LT Hall sheet density where all parallel conduction is
frozen out. A potential explanation for this is that for a sGe QW the RT
Fermi level moves away from the Ge valence band as a result of strong
ionization of boron impurities [4,5,23].

2.3. Bryan's algorithm mobility spectrum analysis (BAMS)

The 2 dimensional hole gas (2DHG) mobility in the sGe QWwas also
extracted from themagnetoresistance data using a different methodolo-
gy, namely the Bryan's algorithm mobility spectrum (BAMS) technique
[20]. The RT mobility spectrum obtained from BAMS is shown in Fig. 6
where the channel mobility is once again determined to be almost
4000 cm2/V s. The carrier density is found to be lower using this tech-
nique (5.9 × 1010 cm−2) and therefore the sample conduction at RT is
again dominated by two low-mobility peaks with the channel only
accounting for ~1%. At 100 K (Fig. 7), the sGe QW mobility increases
to 28,400 cm2/V s and carrier density to 3.1 × 1011 cm−2. At this tem-
perature the parallel conduction begins to freeze out and so the channel
now represents ~80% of the total conductivity. In Fig. 3 the results are
Fig. 7. (a)Magnetoresistance ρxx andHall resistanceρxy as function ofmagneticfield (B) at
100 K, comparing data (squares) and the fit obtained by a forward-transform of the ex-
tracted mobility spectrum, for normal structure 11-289-SQ1 and (b) mobility spectrum
at 100 K using BAMS for 11-289-SQ1.
compared with the Hall effect measurements taken using the Van der
Pauw method as well as the ME-MSA results. Although the Hall bar
with a width of 50 μm and a probe arm separation of either 250 or
500 μm shows the highest mobility at 12 K for this sample, the
ME-MSA and BAMS analysis had to be carried out using the Van der
Pauw square sample because of the current leakage around HB mesa.
Both the ME-MSA and BAMS techniques revealed three peaks for holes
in the sample, one being attributable to the holes in the channel while
the other two are believed to correspond to a boron spike in the 2 nm
Si cap and the 13 nm doping layer with an average concentration of
1.4 × 1018 cm−2 as determined from the uleSIMS depth profile of
Fig. 2. Table 1 shows the 2D hole mobilities for different temperatures
obtained by the two approaches i.e. ME-MSA and BAMS.

3. Conclusion

In this paper the RT 2DHG drift and Hall mobilities have been investi-
gated for a pure sGe QW channel. The measured RT Hall mobility was
found to be 1347 cm2/V s while the combined layer sheet density was
ps⁎ = 1.27 × 1013cm−2. Using two independentmathematical extraction
techniques, ME-MSA and BAMS, the sGe channel drift mobility and sheet
density from 50 K up to RT were determined. The RT values were
(3.9 ± 0.4) × 103 cm2/V s (ps = 9.8 × 1010 cm−2) using ME-MSA and
(3.9 ± 0.2) × 103 cm2/V s (ps = 5.9 × 1010 cm−2) using BAMS. These
mobilities represent the highest RT values found to date for sGe.
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